The Bride Price

The Bride Price is the poignant love story
of Aku-nna, a young Ibo girl, and Chike,
the son of a prosperous former slave. They
are drawn together despite the obstacles
standing between them and their happiness,
defying even the traditions of tribal life.
Aku-nna flees an unwanted marriage to
join Chike, only to have her uncle refuse
the required bride price from Chikes
family. This refusal leads to Aku-nnas
haunting fear that she will die in childbirth,
the fate, according to tribal lore, awaiting
every young girl whose bride price is not
paid.

When Mai Neng Moua decides to get married, her mother, a widow, wants the groom to follow Hmong custom and pay
a bride price, which both honors the workGet an answer for In the book The Bride Price by Buchi Emecheta, what are
Okonkwos traits and how do they contribute to the understanding of the values inThe Bride Price Buchi Emecheta, the
author of The Bride Price, illustrates the life of the Odia family and the hardships they go through together, and on their
own.Definition of The Bride Price Our online dictionary has The Bride Price information from Novels for Students
dictionary. : English, psychologyThe Bride Price. The Bride Price is a 1975 novel (first published in the UK by Allison
& Busby and in the USA by George Braziller) by Nigerian writer Buchi Emecheta.As stated above, the problem is that
the song confuses the dowry with a wholly other concept and transactionthat of the bride price. This is an easy mistake
toFirst published in 1976, this great literary classic follows a young Nigerian woman who rejects the patriarchal
traditions of her culture to find love and happiness Bride price is widely practiced in Africa, but traditions vary across
the continent - as some BBC Africa colleagues explain. In Afghanistan, a child bride is very often just that: a child,
even a preteen, her and the younger the bride, the higher the price she may fetch. - 2 min - Uploaded by
WakanowWatch how the drama unfolds when a man goes to the house of his future wife to ask for her hand The Bride
Price Buchi Emecheta, the author of The Bride Price, illustrates the life of the Odia family and the hardships they go
through together, and on their own.The Bride Price by Buchi Emecheta begins in Nigeriaspecifically, in Lagos. The
events, which move quickly at first, center around the Odia family. Ezekiel andHer name means fathers wealth, and
Aku-nna has resolved to make a good marriage so that her bride pricethe money paid to the family of the bride by that of
the groomwill please him. But as Aku-nna approaches womanhood her ambitious uncle makes plans to marry her off
for a high bride price. Caught in a web of tradition, Another tradition is the concept of the bride price, which is the sum
of money paid by the grooms family to the brides family in exchange for herAku-nna, a young Ibo girl schooled in her
peoples rituals and beliefs, undergoes kidnapping, forced betrothal, and near-shame out of love for Chike, son of a f.
Mai Neng MouaMai Neng Moua is certain that many of the people in her life wont like her new memoir, The Bride
Price: A Hmong Wedding
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